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Abstract: This article proposes a method for registration of two different point clouds with different
point densities and noise recorded by airborne sensors in rural areas. In particular, multi-sensor point
clouds with different point densities are considered. The proposed method is marker-less and uses
segmented ground areas for registration.Therefore, the proposed approach offers the possibility to
fuse point clouds of different sensors in rural areas within an accuracy of fine registration. In general,
such registration is solved with extensive use of control points. The source point cloud is used to
calculate a DEM of the ground which is further used to calculate point to raster distances of all points
of the target point cloud. Furthermore, each cell of the raster DEM gets a height variance, further
addressed as reconstruction accuracy, by calculating the grid. An outlier removal based on a dynamic
threshold of distances is used to gain more robustness against noise and small geometry variations.
The transformation parameters are calculated with an iterative least-squares optimization of the
distances weighted with respect to the reconstruction accuracies of the grid. Evaluations consider
two flight campaigns of the Mangfall area inBavaria, Germany, taken with different airborne LiDAR
sensors with different point density. The accuracy of the proposed approach is evaluated on the whole
flight strip of approximately eight square kilometers as well as on selected scenes in a closer look.
For all scenes, it obtained an accuracy of rotation parameters below one tenth degrees and accuracy
of translation parameters below the point spacing and chosen cell size of the raster. Furthermore,
the possibility of registration of airborne LiDAR and photogrammetric point clouds from UAV taken
images is shown with a similar result. The evaluation also shows the robustness of the approach in
scenes where a classical iterative closest point (ICP) fails.
Keywords: airborne point clouds; registration; DEM; multi-sensor

1. Introduction
The task of registration is to transfer two data sets of the same scene captured on different
times or with different sensors into the same coordinate frame. In the case of the registration of
multi-sensor data, the use of geometric features is needed since the radiometry can be very different.
Furthermore, in the case of 3D data linear structures, planar structures, or point correspondences
are used as geometric features. However, these features have the disadvantage that using point
correspondences as used in the iterative closest point (ICP) [1] algorithm is limited to point clouds
with almost the same point distribution and density. Using linear or planar structures derived from
the point clouds overcome the limitation of different point densities, but these are mainly limited to
scenes with human-made structures. In rural areas, these solutions are not applicable in most cases.
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This paper is an extension of a previously published approach for initial coarse registration [2].
Instead of the initial registration, the proposed method on this paper can be seen as a fine-registration
method with higher accuracy than the previous one. This paper proposed another possibility to
calculate the DEM and the variances of the DEM parameters. The calculation method can generate
DEMs for large-scale data such as the whole flight strip and saves memory and computation time.
The evaluation in the pilot study [3] was done only on a single scene which shows degrees of freedom
along the rotation angle around the z-axis and the translation along the x-axis. To acquire knowledge
about the performance of the proposed method in different scenarios and at different level of detail of
the data, this paper shows a more complex evaluation of the method. Also, the scenes of the evaluation
are chosen to fulfil all the degrees of freedom of the transformation parameters.
Therefore, the proposed approach uses a more general technique which does rely neither on
the point cloud density nor linear or planar structures. The registration approach is designed to be
used for change detection in river areas so the registration must mostly deal with rural areas. The
proposed approach assumes that the ground is in most of the whole scene and temporally stable.
Therefore, the whole scene should be chosen to be large enough to exclude small zone changes or
landslides. With this assumption the proposed approach uses the ground for registration of the data
sets. The source point cloud is used to generate a DEM based on the classified ground points. The
calculation of the transformation parameters is based on a least-squares optimization of point-to-grid
distances between the source grid and each point of the target point cloud. An outlier removal is used
to ensure robustness of the least-squares approach against noise and possible changes of the landscape.
Possible applications of the provided registration approach are the enhancement of 3D point
clouds derived from aerial laser scans with a photogrammetric point cloud of higher point density
derived from UAV data. Since the approach uses the geometry, it is not limited to one sensor and can
also be used to compare point clouds captured from NIR-Cameras, RGB-Cameras, and LiDAR sensors.
It could also be possible to compare LiDAR point clouds captured in different flight heights or with
different beam divergence which both results in different ground-sampling distances.
Some state-of-the-art methods in the context of registration are briefly given in Section 2.
The proposed method is described in Section 3 and the used data for evaluation is shown in Section 4.
Experiments for the evaluation are described and evaluation results are given in Section 5, and a final
discussion and conclusion is given in Section 6.
2. State of the Art
The widely used approach for point-based registration is the ICP algorithm, which minimizes
point-to-point distances [1]. This algorithm as well as its variants [4,5] are very effective regarding
accuracy but need an accurate initial alignment, and the matching process can be time-consuming.
Algorithms which reduce the searching space for correspondences are based on key points which
adopt classic key point descriptors of the photogrammetry and transfer their idea to the 3D case.
There are SIFT-based [6,7], DoG-based [8] or FPFH key point descriptors [9]. There are also algorithms
which search for intersection points or semantic points to consider these as features [10–12]. All these
methods have the advantage that they create a good alignment of different point clouds. However,
they have the disadvantage that they get into troubles when dealing with noisy data, large-scale data
or point clouds with different levels of detail or point density.
There are also high-level geometric features which can theoretically increase the robustness
of the matching process and overcome the disadvantages of different point densities and level of
detail. These high-level primitives are mainly lines or planes. For line features spatial curves [13],
3D straight lines [14] or intersection lines of neighboring planes [15] can be found. For plane features,
approaches are searching for plane correspondences [16–19]. However, the extraction of planar surfaces
by model-fitting or region growing algorithms can be time-consuming [20,21]. Therefore, to simplify
the data set, plenty of studies in the field of segmentation use a rasterized representation of volume
elements (voxel). These voxels can be assigned attributes derived from their included points such as
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planarity [21], last pulse property [22], or normal direction [23]. These attributes can further be used
for supervoxelization or to define geometric constraints in voxel groups [24]. The approaches using
voxels for solving registration problems are mainly located in the field of coarse registration and can
be found using EGI features [20] or planar surfaces extracted from the raw point cloud [21].
While the point-based approaches are mostly located in the field of fine registration because of high
accuracy, the high-level primitives can overcome problems in different point densities. Furthermore,
the high-level primitives mostly focus on residential or other urban areas and therefore get into trouble
when dealing with rural areas such as in bathymetric applications.
3. Method
Compared to the ICP [1], the proposed method does not assume point correspondences. Instead
it minimizes distances of 3D points to the 2.5D raster of a DEM. Therefore, the proposed approach
is independent of point density because of a geometric generalization of the source point cloud and
considering the target point cloud at point level. The DEM is generated with the use of a voxel structure
which filters ground points and creates information about the variance of the points coordinates inside
the voxel. These variances are further used to get stochastic information about the DEM accuracy.
The accuracies of each DEM cell are used in the registration to weight the observed distances and an
outlier filtering is used to gain more robustness. This makes the proposed approach able to consider
measurement accuracies or system information of the used scan system in contrast to ICP variants [4,5]
or other geometric primitive-driven approaches [16–19,21]. Algorithm 1 shows the proposed approach.
Detailed explanations for the distance minimizing approach are given in Section 3.1 and the included
regularization for outlier filtering is explained in Section 3.2.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm overview.
Data: LiDAR and Photogrammetric point cloud
Result: transformation parameters
G = calculate DEM(LiDAR);
t = initial threshold;
M = initialize Model();
while iteration < maximal iteration do
foreach point p ∈ photogrammetric point cloud do
d = calc distance point to grid (G,p);
fill histogram (d);
if d < t then
update Model(M,G,p);
end
end
∆x = calculate Parameter update();
if ∆x < e then
return final parameters;
else
update Parameters(∆x);
end
end
3.1. The Minimizing of Point to DEM Distances
The source data is used to generate a DEM based on the ground points as a first pre-processing
step of the proposed approach. The classification of ground points is done with a voxel-based approach
by considering the pulse echoes [22]. This approach creates a regular 3D grid to specify the voxels
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and their location. Each point of the input point cloud is added to its corresponding voxel and the
attributes of the points (number of returns, return number) are summed up for all points in the voxel in

T
adaptive manner. A 3D point on the DEM is further defined by the 3D coordinates x; y; G ( x, y) .
To calculate the height value of given x-y coordinates, bilinear interpolation of the point inside a single
cell of the DEM is used (Equation (1)):

G ( x, y) =(1 − s)(1 − t) · ai,j

+ (1 − s)t · ai,j+1
+ (1 − t)s · ai+1,j
+ s · t · ai+1,j+1

(1)

with:
s = x − xi : difference inside the range [0, 1] of the x coordinate of the current point to the x
coordinate of the anchor edge (xi ) on the grid.
t = y − y j : analogue to s with the y coordinates of the current point.
a = heights of the grid cells edge points (i.e., estimated grid parameter).
i, j = coordinates of the anchor edge of the current grid cell, corresponding to the given x, y values.
In contrast to memory and time-consuming global optimization [3], this local interpolation
estimates the height of each cell with inverse distance weighting. This allows calculation of large-scale
grids in an adaptive manner and avoids the squared complexity of the global optimization.
The weights of the weighted interpolation are calculated as inverse Euclidean distance
(Equation (2)) with:
1
wk,l =
(2)
2
( xk − xl ) + (yk − yl )2 + z2k
where:
xk , yk , zk = coordinates of the point k.
wk,l
= weight for point k to the cell’s edge l.
xl , yl
= coordinates of the cell’s edge l.
The parameter on the raster can be calculated with the inverse weighting average (Equation (3)) as:
al =

k∈ N

1

·

k∈ N

∑ wk,l

∑

wk,l · zk

(3)

where:
al = grid parameter corresponding to the cell’s edge l.
N = neighborhood of considered points.
This weighted average is chosen to get a moderate geometric representation of complex
landscapes. There are other interpolation methods possible which use more complex mathematical
representations, but they are extensive in computation at large scales and difficult to model considering
complex natural scenes. Furthermore, by considering a variance of the height value, the resulting
reconstruction accuracy (stdZl ) of each parameter l is calculated as:
stdZl2 = 

1
k∈ N

∑ wk,l

k∈ N

2 ·

∑

2
w2k,l · σz,k

(4)
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The DEM is calculated based on the average of points inside small voxels. The voxel size is chosen
as the expected GSD of the data set to hold as much detail as possible. Since the scene is captured
with multiple flight strips, there is redundant information inside the voxel cells. The variance of
the point coordinate is calculated as the variance of the average of the points inside a single voxel.
The reconstruction accuracy (Equation (4)) will be further used to weight the distance of a single point
to the DEM in the registration approach. Points in areas where the variance of height is high will
get a lower weight and therefore have a lower impact on the registration. Such areas with higher
variance are expected at regions below dense vegetation where fewer ground points are measured
and at steep slopes. In case of steep slopes, the variance of the average points inside the voxel will be
higher. Since the calculation of the DEM parameter and its variance is an equal weighted average of
the points along the steep slope, the higher variances of these points will be transferred to a higher
variance of the DEM parameter.
The parameters of the transformation from the target to the source system are the ones of the 3D
similarity transformation given the point p = ( x, y, z) T





x t (p)
x − x0




 yt (p)  = m · R(α, β, γ)  y − y0 
z t (p)
z − z0
with:
x0 , y0 , z0
x, y, z
m
R(α, β, γ)

(5)

= translation along x, y, z-axis.
= coordinates of the point to be transformed.
= scale.
= rotation with the Euler angles α, β, γ.

The parameters of the translation, rotation, and scale are estimated by using a lest squares
minimization of point-to-grid distances. For the least-squares approach the distance of each point of

T
the target point cloud pn = xn yn zn to the DEM from the source point cloud is calculated by
the observation function:
f n = G ( xt (pn ), yt (pn )) − zt (pn )
(6)
where the transformed coordinates are generated using Equation (5) with the use of pn .
The transformation parameters are further estimated by the minimization of
Ω=

1

∑ σn f n2

(7)

n

where σn is the variance of the observation n.
Solving the registration by the least-squares method gives an analytical formula (Equation (8)) for
the transformation parameters:

x̂ =


 −1  −1

 −1
AT BQBT
A
AT BQBT
f

(8)

with:
x̂ = vector of the parameters e.g., ( p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p6 ) T = ( x0 , y0 , z0 , α, β, γ) T .
A = functional matrix (derivatives of the observation functions (Equation (6)) with respect to the
 δ f1
δf 
... δpm1
δp1


parameters pi ) =  ... ... ... .
δ fn
δp1

...

δ fn
δpm

B = matrix of conditional observations (derivatives of the observation functions (Equation (6)) with
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 δ f1
δx1


respect to the coordinates of pn ) =  ...

δ fn
δxn

δ f1
δy1

δ f1 
δz1

...


... .

δ fn
δyn

δ fn
δzn

Q = covariance matrix of observations (i.e., stochastic model).
f = vector of f n for each point.
For simplification, it is assumed that there are no correlations between the 3D points of the target
cloud or between the cells of the source grid. By ignoring possible correlations, the accuracy of the
final registration may be lower, but because of the diagonal weighting matrix, no observation matrix is
needed to be saved. Therefore, this kind of simplification saves computation time and reduces the
needed memory. Notably, by considering point clouds with several 100 million to even billions of
points, memory saving gets very important.
With no correlations, the multiplication of BQBT becomes a diagonal matrix with scalar values
for a single point (Equation (9). For a single observation point pn it becomes
3

bqbn =

∑

j =1

δ fn
δx j

!2
σn;j + σz;n

(9)

with σn;j as the variance of the j-th coordinate of point n and σz;n as the variance of the height
from point n on the DEM. The latter variance is calculated using the reconstruction accuracy from
Equation (4). Therefore, observations inside grid cells with low reconstruction accuracy are considered
with lower weight.
Because of the non-linearity of the functional model, an iterative process is needed to solve the
derivatives. Some initial values for the transformation parameters are fine-tuned in each iteration step.
This iterative process stops if either a maximum number of iterations is reached or if the parameter
update is small enough to be considered as convergence.
3.2. Outlier Removal
The proposed approach uses outlier removal to enhance robustness against noise. Since the grid
is generated based on ground points, outliers can also be classified directly as non-ground points. This
outlier removal becomes very important when working with photogrammetric point clouds where
ground filtering can be very complex.
Figure 1 shows a scheme for the calculated dynamic threshold for outlier removal during the
iterative registration process. Each point where distance is below the threshold is considered to be
an outlier and therefore not taken as an observation. At every step of the iteration, the threshold is
recomputed with a histogram-based approach. The histogram is built with all distances of the points of
the target point cloud. There are some assumptions for the definition of the threshold: First, the initial
values are considered to be good enough to create an overlap of ground points, and second, ground
points should be the major part of the points inside the target data. These assumptions result in the
expectation that the highest bin of the histogram can be found at lower bin IDs (i.e., on the left side of
the histogram). Therefore, the threshold is defined by the bin with a percentage below the highest bin
and on the right side of the highest bin. Figure 1 perfectly shows the determination of the bin ID of the
threshold (t) in the histogram of distances. This bin ID is used to transfer threshold t to a distance value.
All points with distances above the distance value corresponding to threshold t are handled as outliers
and therefore not considered for registration. The values are the number of points corresponding to
the distance, which is discretized with the corresponding bin. This outlier detection is done at each
iteration step of the registration. At each iteration, the histogram is calculated again with the current
transformation parameters. Since most of the points will have a lower distance to the DEM after each
iteration, the highest bin in the histogram will move to the left. Therefore, the threshold for outlier
removal will be lower in the next iteration too. The chosen value for the fixed percentage should be
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small enough to include most of the expected ground points. Since the ground points are expected
at the highest bin, a small percentage value will mark the bin where most points close to the ground
are included.

Figure 1. Scheme of threshold definition: The bins discretize the point-to-grid distances. Values are the
number of points corresponding to one bin. The threshold t is searched on the right side of the bin with
maximal value.

4. Data
The proposed approach is evaluated based on the data of two LiDAR flight campaigns along the
Mangfall area in Bavaria, Germany. The area shows a river valley with a lake (Tegernsee) in the south
and a highway (A8) in the north. An overview of the landscape as the processed DEM is shown in
Figure 2. The flight campaigns are done in December 2012 and in April 2017. Both datasets consist of
an airborne LiDAR bathymetric point cloud which is captured from an airplane and used for testing
the registration approach. Therefore, the ground layer is considered to be continuous without gaps
in the water areas. Furthermore, the registration must deal with the possibility of changed geometry.
The whole area of these two flight campaigns has a length of nearly 17 km and a width of more than
500 m. The river itself and therefore the water area has a width of several meters. Possible influences
of the registration due to the rivers morphodynamic character are considered to be an outlier and
filtered with the proposed approach. During the flight campaign in 2012 the scanning system Riegl
VQ820G was used, and during 2017 the system Riegl VQ880G was used. These two different scan
systems differ in the amount of possible maximal recognized pulses along a single laser beam as
well as in the ground-sampling distance using the same flight height. Inside a single flight strip the
ground-sampling distance of the VQ820G system is about 0.5 m along the scan line as well as between
the scan lines. For the VQ880G system, the ground sampling along a single scan line is smaller and
holds 0.1 m. The maximum amount of recognizable pulses along a single laser beam differ between
4 for VQ820G and 8 for VQ880G. Since the data is co-registered with a direct georeferencing using
the GNSS and IMU of the airplane, the data from the flight campaigns is used as the primary data for
testing the registration accuracy and correctness of the proposed approach.
There is also a photogrammetric point cloud derived from a UAV flight campaign used for
co-registration which shows the possibility of registering multi-sensor data. The UAV flight was
done in 2016 and captured images of a sidearm of the river Mangfall. This UAV flight campaign
covers a small part of the airplane data set and shows a flat landscape with a resulting GSD is 6 cm.
The water area can be considered as standing water with no critical changes. The scale is estimated
using control points. The LiDAR and the photogrammetric point clouds show big differences in point
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density. While the photogrammetric point cloud shows a ground-sampling distance of about 6 cm,
the LiDAR point cloud shows a GSD of about 10 cm along the scan line and 50 cm between two scan
lines. Furthermore, there are big differences in detail due to a laser footprint of approximately 4 dm
and in noise due to the photogrammetric calculation. These differences make a registration challenging
and allow an evaluation of the proposed method for complex co-registration tasks.

Figure 2. The whole flight strip shown as the processed DEM. Shown as shaded topography (top) and
the variance of the estimated parameters (bottom).

5. Results
5.1. Description of Experiments
The proposed method is evaluated on multiple scenes of the dataset. There is an evaluation
on the whole flight strip as well as on closer examination to the scenes (Figure 3). The scenes are
chosen depending on the planarity of the landscape, the occurrence of buildings, and the vegetation
coverage. The first scene shows a few buildings in the valley of the Mangfall river. The surface itself
shows a typical river valley with mountains to both sides. Furthermore, the ground is covered almost
completely with vegetation. The second scene shows a small village in a more structured valley
compared to the first scene. There is more bare ground on the top of the hill side. The highway bridge
was successfully filtered as non-ground by the ground segmentation. While the first two scenes show
few buildings, the third one shows a rural area with no human-made objects. The ground is covered
nearly entirely with vegetation and hills are unequally distributed along the valley. The surface
itself shows a planar valley with a few cliffs at the borders of the scene. The fourth scene shows
the most urbanized area at the village Gmund which is the largest village covered in the data set.
The surface shows a curved valley with a planar bare ground on top of the mountains, and sparse
vegetation cover. The fifth and final scene is similar to the fourth, but it shows more vegetation and
more prominent buildings.
These scenes are chosen to evaluate the registration approach for different scenarios. Results
are compared with a classical ICP. The challenge consists of the natural scene widely covered with
vegetation. Further tests include the influence of different point cloud resolutions which takes an
essential role by aiming for multi-sensor applications. For the experiments with different resolutions,
the target point cloud is voxelized with different resolutions of the voxel structure. Therefore,
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the coarser resolutions also determine a lower level of detail. Beneath the resolution of the target
point cloud also the resolution of the source grid is evaluated with respect to its influence on the final
registration accuracy.
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach the same scene is registered multiple times
with different initial values. The initial values are chosen randomly and within a predefined interval
to simulate different sensor outputs used for georeferencing. The use of already geo-referenced data
makes the evaluation of correct transformation parameters possible. Since only the initial values are
changed, the correct transformation is the one with x0 = y0 = z0 = 0 m and α = β = γ = 0 degrees.
To evaluate the influence of initial values, the registration is tested with different initial values
which are chosen manually. Furthermore, this empirical test is used to define an interval of initial
values where the registration problem can be solved.
The values where no convergence is visible, or where the calculation failed are declared as the
values outside of the interval.
Finally, the possibility of multi-sensor registration is shown on the output of the proposed method
with the UAV data.
5.2. Results of Experiments
The test for the initial values shows that suitable transformation parameters can be calculated
with an initial translation with 20 m error and a rotation with 2 degrees error. To get a visual result,
all scenes are registered with the initial values: x0 = −17.9 m, y0 = 15.5 m, z0 = 15.1 m, r x =
1.6 degrees, ry = − 1.5 degrees, rz = 1.6 degrees. The initial transformation corresponding to these
values and the resulting registration are shown in Figures 3–8.
The results for the presented scenes indicate that the approach can solve the registration problem
with different kinds of landscapes. The registration looks suitable for large-scale landscapes (whole
flight strip) as well as for close-range scenes. While the whole flight strip shows a mostly rural area,
the proposed method shows that no human-made structure is needed for registration.
By evaluating the influence of different resolutions of the source grid, it turns out that the
resolution of the grid influences the correctness of the resulting registration but will need fewer
iteration steps for convergence at coarser resolutions.
The shown data has differences in smoothness, point density, and details. These differences are
the main reasons why the registration is challenging for a classical ICP approach. To compare the
output of the proposed method to the one of an ICP approach, the ICP implemented in CloudCompare
was used, as input point clouds are the point clouds of the ground points considered. The same initial
values as described above are used, and the results of the whole flight strip for both methods are
shown on chosen scenes in Figures 9–11.
The main differences are visible in the building footprints. The buildings are filtered in both
point clouds and therefore the footprints should match each other. Each scene of the results of the
proposed algorithm shows clear footprints but not each scene of the ICP results. While Figure 10 looks
quite similar, Figure 11 shows big differences. Also, for the close-range scenes, the result is the same.
Therefore, the proposed approach can return a suitable registration while the ICP gets into trouble.
The registration was performed multiple times (20 calculations) as described in Section 5.1 to test
the accuracy and correctness of the proposed approach. Each random chosen initial transformation
is inside an interval of 8 m in translation and 2 degrees of rotation around zero. The final resulting
correctness is shown as average and the accuracy as root mean square error (RMSE) in Tables 1 and 2.
These tables also show the influence of different GSD of the target point cloud.
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Figure 3. Result of the proposed registration approach shown on the whole flight strip. The marked
areas show the location of the profile views of the selected scenes. Shown data are the data of the whole
flight strip downsampled to 1 m GSD. The profile views show the data of 2012 and 2017. Ground
points from the data of 2012 are colored in blue, non-ground points from 2012 are colored in gray, and
ground points of 2017 are colored in green.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. Result of the proposed approach shown on the first scene. (a) Overview of the first scene
with initial transformation. (b) Overview of the first scene with registration result. (c) Profile view of
the marked area in (b). Shown data are the original data of 2012 and the data of 2017 downsampled to
0.5 m GSD. The color representation is the same as in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. Result of the proposed approach shown on the second scene. (a) Overview of the second Scene
with initial transformation. (b) Overview of the second Scene with registration result. (c) Profile view
of the marked area in (b). Shown data are the original data of 2012 and the data of 2017 downsampled
to 0.5 m GSD. The color representation is the same as in Figure 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6. Result of the proposed approach shown on the third scene. (a) Overview of the third scene
with initial transformation. (b) Overview of the third scene with registration result. (c) Profile view of
the marked area in (b). Shown data are the original data of 2012 and the data of 2017 downsampled to
0.5 m GSD. The color representation is the same as in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. Result of the proposed approach shown on the fourth scene. (a) Overview of the fourth scene
with initial transformation. (b) Overview of the fourth scene with registration result. (c) Profile view of
the marked area in (b). Shown data are the original data of 2012 and the data of 2017 downsampled to
0.5 m GSD. The color representation is the same as in Figure 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8. Result of the proposed approach shown on the fifth scene. (a) Overview of the fifth scene
with initial transformation. (b) Overview of the fifth scene with registration result. (c) Profile view of
the marked area in (b). Shown data are the original data of 2012 and the data of 2017 downsampled to
0.5 m GSD. The color representation is the same as in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Comparison of the registration results using ICP and the proposed approach shown on the
whole flight strip. (a) Result of ICP. (b) Result of the proposed method. Shown data are the date of the
whole flight strip downsampled to 1 m GSD.
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(b)

Figure 10. Comparison of the registration results using ICP and the proposed approach shown on the
second scene. (a) Result of ICP. (b) Result of the proposed method. Shown data are the date of the
whole flight strip downsampled to 1 m GSD.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Comparison of the registration results using ICP and the proposed approach shown on the
fourth scene. (a) Result of ICP. (b) Result of the proposed method. Shown data are the date of the
whole flight strip downsampled to 1 m GSD.
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Table 1. Results of the scenes with Point Cloud GSD: 0.5m and grid size: 1 m .
Scene

x
Average [m]

y
RMSE [m]

Average [m]

z
RMSE [m]

Average [m]

RMSE [m]

0.19
0.35
0.58
0.084
0.17
0.04

−0.324
−0.269
−0.315
−0.137
−0.271
0.094

0.012
0.060
0.033
0.007
0.024
0.022

0.11
0.12
0.40
0.039
0.12
0.0018

−0.282
−0.22
−0.252
−0.056
−0.270
0.778

0.009
0.080
0.033
0.15
0.013
0.001

0.046
0.225
0.333
0.054
0.101
0.002

−0.267
−0.247
−0.248
−0.084
−0.274
1.195

0.011
0.062
0.054
0.117
0.013
0.001

0.5 m
1
2
3
4
5
w

0.11
0.13
0.39
−0.11
0.22
−1.268

0.28
0.33
0.64
0.40
0.44
0.77

−0.10
0.37
0.19
0.20
0.23
0.48
1.0 m

1
2
3
4
5
w

0.009
−0.11
0.019
−0.18
0.002
−1.320

0.14
0.26
0.53
0.41
0.20
0.02

−0.11
0.65
0.05
0.12
0.13
0.026
2.0 m

1
2
3
4
5
w

−0.027
−0.030
0.108
−0.310
0.068
−1.239

0.201
0.379
0.476
0.318
0.203
0.011

−0.101
0.622
−0.005
0.153
0.156
−0.198

Table 2. Results of the scenes with Point Cloud GSD: 0.5m and grid size: 1 m .
Scene

rx
Average [deg]

ry
RMSE [deg]

Average [deg]

rz
RMSE [deg]

Average [deg]

RMSE [deg]

2.3 × 10−3
6.9 × 10−3
3.1 × 10−3
2.4 × 10−3
2.5 × 10−3

1.7 × 10−2
−1.6 × 10−2
−4.4 × 10−3
−2.4 × 10−2
−2.5 × 10−3

5.6 × 10−3
1.5 × 10−2
1.1 × 10−2
4.6 × 10−3
9.4 × 10−3

1.2 × 10−3
9.7 × 10−3
3.1 × 10−3
3.0 × 10−3
1.6 × 10−3
1.5 × 10−5

1.6 × 10−2
−2.8 × 10−2
−3.6 × 10−3
−2.1 × 10−2
4.6 × 10−4
5.7 × 10−4

2.6 × 10−3
6.2 × 10−3
1.7 × 10−2
5.7 × 10−3
8.1 × 10−3
2.1 × 10−5

1.8 × 10−3
6.9 × 10−3
4.4 × 10−3
2.9 × 10−3
1.6 × 10−3
5.5 × 10−6

1.4 × 10−2
−2.7 × 10−2
8.2 × 10−4
−2.3 × 10−2
3.4 × 10−4
1.5 × 10−3

3.9 × 10−3
8.2 × 10−3
5.2 × 10−3
4.1 × 10−3
6.7 × 10−3
1.8 × 10−5

0.5 m
1
2
3
4
5

10−4

5.5 ×
1.9 × 10−3
2.2 × 10−3
2.2 × 10−3
7.1 × 10−4

10−3

10−4

4.0 ×
1.3 × 10−2
−3.9 × 10−3
−1.1 × 10−2
−2.2 × 10−5

10−4

−1.1 × 10−3
−1.1 × 10−2
−8.1 × 10−3
−4.0 × 10−3
−7.1 × 10−4
1.0 m

1
2
3
4
5
w

2.0 ×
1.3 × 10−2
−2.6 × 10−3
−1.2 × 10−2
−7.6 × 10−5
1.1 × 10−3

6.5 ×
1.7 × 10−3
2.2 × 10−3
4.45 × 10−3
1.7 × 10−4
9.2 × 10−6

2.2 × 10−3
−8.4 × 10−3
−5.8 × 10−3
−1.9 × 10−3
−9.2 × 10−4
1.1 × 10−2
2.0 m

1
2
3
4
5
w

3.1 × 10−3
1.4 × 10−2
−2.1 × 10−3
−1.2 × 10−2
3.0 × 10−5
3.6 × 10−4

5.7 × 10−4
2.0 × 10−3
2.5 × 10−3
3.4 × 10−3
2.4 × 10−4
3.5 × 10−6

2.4 × 10−3
−1.0 × 10−2
−4.6 × 10−3
−3.4 × 10−3
−1.4 × 10−3
1.1 × 10−2

The averages, as well as the RMSE shown in the tables, have the same dimensions, which
indicates the influence of different point densities to be low. Therefore, the proposed approach can
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solve registration problems where the point densities between the data sets differs. Furthermore,
a higher difference in the point densities shows a vanishing influence on the registration accuracy.
Figure 12 shows the comparison of taking the same data and taking the datasets with 0.5 m sampling.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 12. Diagrams of the correctness of calculated transformation parameters. Panels (a) and (b)
show the transformation evaluated on the same data with translation parameters (a) and rotation
parameters (b). Panels (c) and (d) show the transformation evaluated on the data corresponding to
a GSD of 0.5 m with translation parameters (c) and rotation parameters (d). It should be named that
there is a change of the grid cell size between the single scenes and the whole data. Single scenes are
evaluated using a cell size of about 1 m and the whole data using a cell size of about 4 m.

The graphs have only a few differences. Possible reasons are different geometries in the case of
multi-temporal data. While usage of the same point cloud shows the internal accuracy and correctness
of the registration, the usage of the captured data shows the suitability of the proposed approach when
dealing with multi-temporal data. The difference of translation parameters between different scenes
is on dm level. By considering a grid size of 1 m (or 4 m) and a point distance of 0.5 m (or 1 m) the
influence of different landscape forms is below the point or grid sampling.
The influence of changing the sampling distance is shown for selected scenes in the Figure 13.
There are different GSD used for the target point cloud as well as a different grid size for the source grid.
As already seen in Tables 1 and 2, different ground-sampling distances have a vanishing influence.
The main accuracy limitations of the proposed approach results from the chosen grid size of the
source model. By changing the grid size to 4 m (or to 10 m) there is a difference in the transformation
parameters of about one order of magnitude. Since the grid size also determines the smoothness of the
resulting grid, this result is not surprising. A coarser grid size results in a smoother surface and thus
eliminates more details of the landscape which is used for registration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 13. Diagrams of the correctness of evaluated parameters with the influence of different point
distances. Shown are the scenes 2 (a,b), 5 (c,d) and for the whole flight strip (e,f) with the translation
parameters on the left side and rotation parameters on the right side.

The registration result of the proposed LiDAR data and UAV data is shown in Figure 14.
This figure also shows the influence of the proposed outlier removal in the marked areas.
The proposed approach can solve complex registration tasks as in the case of multi-sensor and/or
multi-temporal registration. The marked areas indicate that the outlier removal successfully filters
noise and furthermore works as binary classification.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14. Registration of the multi-sensor data and influence of the outlier removal. Shown are a
photogrammetric point cloud, generated from UAV taken images and the ground points of the LiDAR
point cloud of the flight campaign of 2017. (a) Registration result of the proposed method shown
on the unfiltered data as top down view. (b) Registration shown on the filtered data as top down
view. The marked areas locate the profile views which show the outlier removal in where successful
vegetation points inside the photogrammetric data are filtered.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Discussion of Results and Comparison with Other Work
The main advantage of the proposed method is the independence of different point densities and
the level of noise between the data. In comparison to the classical ICP [1], it is demonstrated that the
proposed method can solve the registration where the ICP gets into trouble. Other registration methods
that aim for independency of different point densities use geometric primitives such as planes [16–19]
or lines [14,15].
ICP variants gain the highest accuracies but are also limited to the GSD of the input point
cloud. Fine-registration approaches using geometric primitives can benefit from the mathematical
representation of the primitive, which reduces noise and overcomes the dependence on the point
density. However, the primitive approaches are limited to the accuracy of the generalized primitive
and the appearance of this primitives in the scene. The limitation on the accuracy of the calculated
DEM as a primitive also exists in the proposed approach but it is shown that the approach can be used
in urban scenes as well as in rural scenes and does not assume the appearance of planes or lines.
It is also shown that the proposed method can be used for multi-sensor registration, especially for
registration of LiDAR and photogrammetric point clouds.
Evaluations show that the proposed approach reaches accuracies at a level below the chosen
cell size and below the GSD target data. In concrete numbers, with a GSD of about 5 dm and a cell
size of about 10 dm, a translation accuracy of several decimeters can be reached. The calculation of
rotation parameters is less than 0.05 degrees. Since the proposed approach reaches accuracies below
the GSD of the input point cloud, it is declared as a fine registration which is comparable with other
fine-registration approaches [1,4,5,19] and can be used to optimize the results of coarse registration
approaches such as [21].
6.2. Limitation and Future Direction
The primary influence of the final registration accuracy depends on the chosen cell size and
neighborhood for smoothing of the grid. Evaluations show that the accuracy of the translation
parameters are mainly influenced by the chosen DEM resolution. Choosing a coarser resolution of the
DEM results in a higher smoothing of the landscape and will capture less detail. This lower amount
of detail influences the accuracy of the translation in a negative way. The accuracy of the rotation
parameters is also influenced by the chosen cell size but, compared to the translation, the cell size shows
a vanishing influence on the rotation parameters. Therefore, the accuracy of the proposed approach
is mainly limited to the used DEM as reference. Another limitation is caused by the assumption of
temporal stable ground which limits the use case of the proposed method to registration of large-scale
data without large change (e.g., landslides).
The multi-sensor aspect should be further addressed in the future. In particular, the possibility to
register LiDAR and photogrammetric point clouds based on NIR images is very promising and could
be a topic for further investigations. The primary usage of the proposed method in a future application
will be the registration of airborne and UAV-based data to enhance airborne point clouds with higher
spatial resolution and higher temporal resolution in the context of a change detection. Further future
applications aim for change detection of river ground points. Such change detection needs statistical
information about the transformed points to distinguish between real changes and measurement or
registration errors. The outlier removal based on the histogram threshold will be improved in the
future considering a confidence interval based on the standard deviation of the used sensor.
7. Conclusions
This paper proposed an approach to solve the registration of two different point clouds.
This approach is marker-free and uses the landscape of the captured scene for registration by focusing
on segmented ground points. To calculate the transformation parameters, the proposed approach uses
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a minimization of point-to-grid distances with a regular grid of a DEM based on the segmented ground
points. The DEM is generalized with a local optimization which offers the possibility to calculate
large-scale DEMs. This possibility to use the proposed approach in large-scale scenarios is shown by
the registration of the whole flight strip of two flight campaigns, which captures an area of eight square
kilometers. To evaluate the proposed approach, this paper uses five different scenes, which differ in the
appearance of manmade structures and the form of the landscape and fulfil all degrees of freedom of
the transformation parameters. The multi-sensor aspect is shown using LiDAR and photogrammetric
points clouds as well as using LiDAR point clouds captured with different scan systems.
A dynamic threshold is used for outlier removal, which makes the registration more robust and
performs a ground segmentation during the registration process. This outlier removal also filters
slightly different geometry caused by morphological changes. Furthermore, the proposed method
works if most of the ground can be seen as temporally stable in the case of multi-temporal data.
The evaluation shows that the proposed approach reaches an accuracy and correctness of
translation parameters below the GSD of the target point cloud and below the chosen cell size of the
DEM. The advantage of the proposed method is the considering of statistic information along the whole
pipeline starting at the raster generation and ending at the statistical model of the final registration.
The statistical model for registration uses the information about the reconstruction accuracy and
therefore can directly be used to mask areas which should not be considered, or be considered with
low weight for registration (e.g., water areas) by setting the cell reconstruction variance to a high value
at these areas.
Since the DEM can be calculated with different interpolation methods, the sort of interpolation
that creates the best results considering different scenarios, or if different scenarios need different
interpolation methods, should be evaluated in the future. Other future work could evaluate more
multi-sensor data sets. A registration of NIR images captured from an UAV flight and data captured
from an airplane is very promising. Water areas have a high absorption rate in the near-infrared (NIR)
channel and can therefore be easily marked in NIR images. Therefore, the recognition of water areas
could be enhanced by a registration of NIR images and the reference data set. Future work in the
direction of change detection of the river ground will benefit from a data set of co-registered NIR data
and airborne LiDAR data.
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